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and good morning ladies and gentlemen                                           
welcome to ask the theologian on this                                           
wednesday                                                                       
started out with the old elevator music                                         
this morning because we had a connection                                        
issue                                                                           
which uh put us off uh time so i didn't                                         
want to take any more of your time so                                           
here we are for your biblical                                                   
theological and worldview questions                                             
ready to go today let's start with a                                            
question that comes from                                                        
edith in missouri who                                                           
says let's see uh                                                               
i've finished up your wonderful study of                                        
galatians well how nice                                                         
thank you but in galatians 5                                                    
5 the hope of righteousness for the jews                                        
is not clarified i'm wondering if it's                                          
referring to the second                                                         
coming of the messiah                                                           
well let's uh look up uh let's see again                                        
galatians                                                                       
chapter five verse five see if we can uh                                        
add some uh                                                                     
insight into that um                                                            
and here we go                                                                  
we had to reset everything and so you                                           
know all the                                                                    
all the little connections are off i                                            
think we're back on here uh though so                                           
uh for we through the spirit                                                    
wait for the hope of righteousness by                                           
faith sorry that that's not coming up on                                        
the screen for you                                                              
uh but that's what it says for we                                               
through the spirit                                                              
wait for the hope of righteousness                                              
by faith now excellent uh question                                              
on this edith let's go back and see                                             
first of all                                                                    
what i said in my notes                                                         
uh and i said again pardon me that i                                            
can't get this on the screen but it says                                        
paul again switches pronouns to we                                              
speaking of jewish believers                                                    
that is very consistent in galatians                                            
that we                                                                         
the first person pronoun is going to be                                         
jewish believers we                                                             
uh uh he goes on to say he does this to                                         
reiterate that the jews                                                         
are not justified by laws you have in                                           
verse 4                                                                         
as taught by the judaizers but their                                            
only hope of                                                                    
righteousness is by faith why do they                                           



wait for the hope when that hope is                                             
currently available                                                             
the word weight and i give the greek                                            
word                                                                            
uh is uh has some double prefixes go on                                         
into                                                                            
all of that ah moving away from                                                 
out of the point of origin thus the full                                        
word is                                                                         
moving away from where we're standing                                           
where we started waiting                                                        
uh and i give some examples there now it                                        
looks like you're exactly right                                                 
miss edith that never along the way do i                                        
say                                                                             
what that hope of righteousness by                                              
faith is so                                                                     
what is that hope of righteousness could                                        
it be                                                                           
the messiah we through the spirit                                               
wait for the hope of righteousness                                              
you know it could be                                                            
that the hope of righteousness                                                  
i i i as i think about this i think                                             
i want to make uh be careful that i                                             
don't do that fallacy of having                                                 
something planted in my mind and then i                                         
run with it                                                                     
but there is uh                                                                 
the uh the issue then                                                           
that takes place that says that                                                 
the uh hope of righteousness                                                    
well okay i'm gonna back up so yes                                              
it could be the second coming we're                                             
waiting for the hope of righteousness                                           
but i think the emphasis here is                                                
and if i can get this up on the screen i                                        
will show you nathan's working on that                                          
but uh i think that the issue there we                                          
go                                                                              
the issue the emphasis is by faith let                                          
me show you                                                                     
why i say that and if we come over here                                         
to the                                                                          
greek i'm going to enlarge this a little                                        
bit                                                                             
and bring this up for we by the spirit                                          
notice that in the greek                                                        
by the spirit by faith the hope                                                 
of righteousness we await                                                       
now uh that's an odd                                                            
uh odd arrangement of words and odd                                             
order of words                                                                  
for english but in greek you                                                    
order words by their priority                                                   
so i think the emphasis here is                                                 
we waited for righteousness before                                              
by let me check verse four yes                                                  
uh previously we waited                                                         
by the law now we                                                               
wait by faith or                                                                
in the spirit uh i'll get back to verse                                         



5 here in the center                                                            
we wait by the spirit by faith                                                  
for the hope of righteousness so i think                                        
that hope of righteousness remains the                                          
same which                                                                      
in a sense really is the second coming                                          
of the messiah especially for the jewish                                        
people                                                                          
so you're not completely wrong on there                                         
but i don't want you to miss the fact                                           
that                                                                            
the emphasis here becomes not by law                                            
but by faith and of course for                                                  
uh the jewish people again he is also                                           
telling them that                                                               
the gospel of grace is available for                                            
them uh                                                                         
don't go teaching of an individual                                              
righteousness that comes by law                                                 
because now the message of grace is                                             
being                                                                           
presented by grace through faith thank                                          
you for                                                                         
that uh question there i appreciate that                                        
uh                                                                              
and uh nancy had a question yesterday                                           
pueblo west colorado                                                            
stephen is that let's say she was asking                                        
stephen                                                                         
stephen the uh theologian in                                                    
winston-salem caroline north carolina                                           
uh isn't that the reason jesus wasn't                                           
recognized after his arrest                                                     
resurrection why the doubting that                                              
thomas needed to put his uh                                                     
finger in the nail pierced hand this                                            
goes back to                                                                    
the issues of the resurrection and                                              
at the resurrection is there a real body                                        
and of course thomas says you know i                                            
want to see                                                                     
a real body first we call him doubting                                          
thomas for that                                                                 
but i don't know maybe uh skeptic thomas                                        
is a better way to go                                                           
and i'm all for skeptics let's go to a                                          
new question                                                                    
keith in pennsylvania do the jewish                                             
people have any tradition                                                       
or specific person or persons                                                   
who founded jerusalem i i happen to                                             
have just read about this the other day                                         
uh what was i                                                                   
studying uh that spoke about                                                    
uh jerusalem your m                                                             
your father's a hittite your mother an                                          
amorite                                                                         
uh where was that in one of my studies                                          
that                                                                            
we were taking place was that i believe                                         
that was ezekiel                                                                
and um                                                                          



in ezekiel let's                                                                
uh see if i can pull that up here                                               
quickly                                                                         
and yeah ezekiel chapter 16 verse 3 so                                          
it was a week ago                                                               
we looked at this particular passage                                            
which says thus says the lord thy god                                           
unto jerusalem thy                                                              
birth and thy nativity is of the land of                                        
canaan that is to say                                                           
that when jerusalem was founded                                                 
it was founded in the land of canaan it                                         
was not founded                                                                 
after uh it uh was                                                              
taken the land was taken from the                                               
canaanites and it was the land of israel                                        
anymore so                                                                      
it's uh like many cities like jericho                                           
for example                                                                     
uh was a canaanite city                                                         
and many of the other cities no doubt                                           
that you could take                                                             
because the book of joshua lists all                                            
these cities that joshua conquered                                              
jerusalem                                                                       
existing at that time so it was of the                                          
nativity you're the nativity was of the                                         
land of canaan                                                                  
thy father was an amorite thy mother was                                        
a hittite                                                                       
now what i said in that particular study                                        
a week                                                                          
ago was that we don't really know about                                         
the birth of jerusalem and as far as i                                          
know the jewish people also don't have                                          
any tradition any specific person of who                                        
founded jerusalem                                                               
uh i think that the jewish people would                                         
agree                                                                           
with ezekiel on this that                                                       
jerusalem goes back into                                                        
time prior to the conquest i think                                              
certainly they would bring melchizedek                                          
the king of salem                                                               
into that but i've never heard that                                             
they believe that melchizedek the king                                          
of righteousness                                                                
was the founder of jerusalem                                                    
i've never heard that uh anyway you know                                        
let's uh see if we                                                              
can check um                                                                    
one site here we may not find any                                               
any help but let's go to chabad.org                                             
and let's just say who founded                                                  
in there who named jerusalem uh                                                 
when wheelchairs fly in jerusalem sounds                                        
like a um                                                                       
something about the resurrection                                                
let's see li historic okay                                                      
uh looks like that first one                                                    
might be of interest to us                                                      
so let's check it out just a little bit                                         



as the name jerusalem rolls off my                                              
tongue my mind conjures images of stone                                         
cobbled streets upon which ancient                                              
prophets and kings once trod                                                    
and more history than a thousand books                                          
could ever hold they're pretty accurate                                         
there                                                                           
i was wondering what the name actually                                          
means and who made it up                                                        
the word jerusalem yerushalayim in                                              
hebrew is not mentioned in the five                                             
books of moses appears in the book of                                           
joshua                                                                          
at least at least                                                               
it's not mentioned in in full in the                                            
pentateuch                                                                      
but both haves are there yerushalayim                                           
more specifically the temple mount was                                          
the very spot where abraham almost                                              
sacrificed his son                                                              
isaac that is jewish tradition                                                  
but has some degree of credence there we                                        
won't go into it let's just take it at                                          
face value there                                                                
look in the narrative there and you'll                                          
see that after he was told by an angel                                          
of god not to subscribe not to sacrifice                                        
his beloved son                                                                 
it reads and so abraham named the place                                         
god will see as it is said this day                                             
on the mountain god will be seen the                                            
hebrew word                                                                     
we'll see is yeah the first half you see                                        
right here                                                                      
yah roo become yahoo shalom so                                                  
god will see now what was the city                                              
called before abraham                                                           
renamed it yahrae to discover this we                                           
need to backtrack a few chapters after                                          
rescinding                                                                      
uh rescuing his relative lot the captain                                        
from captivity                                                                  
we read how abraham was greeted by                                              
melchizedek king of shalom who greeted                                          
him                                                                             
with bread and wine an ancient tradition                                        
tells us that melchizedek                                                       
was actually one and the same as shem                                           
son of noah and that shalim                                                     
was none other than the very place that                                         
abraham would eventually                                                        
rename yahreh ray so                                                            
shalim is the second half yahrae                                                
shalim yaroo shalem                                                             
how did shalim and yaray get together to                                        
become yerushalaim                                                              
historical rabbinical teaching                                                  
traditional rabbinical teaching that's                                          
been put down on paper                                                          
the midrash shares a beautiful glimpse                                          
into the process said the holy one                                              
blessed be he                                                                   



if i call the place yare like abraham                                           
did                                                                             
the righteous shem will complain however                                        
if i refer                                                                      
to it as shalim the righteous abraham                                           
will complain                                                                   
rather i will call it yerushalem and the                                        
name                                                                            
will contain the way that it was called                                         
by                                                                              
both of them yahrae shalem obviously                                            
that's                                                                          
a jewish tradition of putting abraham's                                         
name together with shalim                                                       
which they say is shem's name                                                   
on a deeper level yahresh shalom has an                                         
alternate meaning                                                               
complete awe you see on a soul level                                            
jerusalem is not just a passive hill and                                        
a dot                                                                           
or a dot on the map it's that special                                           
place within each and every one of us                                           
where we have now gone into mysticism                                           
and make stuff up                                                               
oh excuse me that special place within                                          
each and every one of us                                                        
uh where we are one with god deeply in                                          
tune with his presence yerushalayim or                                          
jerusalem therefore means complete awe                                          
a state where uh there one is in touch                                          
with god as                                                                     
to be in constant rapture i would skip                                          
that entire                                                                     
last paragraph from rabbi                                                       
the desire to give some application but                                         
it's an interesting little article                                              
anyway                                                                          
of uh the ancient name and the jewish                                           
nature of that                                                                  
now yerushalem then like                                                        
like all those cities of which abraham                                          
was a part of                                                                   
uh became uh part                                                               
became a canaanite city and remained a                                          
canaanite city because joshua didn't                                            
conquer it until of course                                                      
david came so that's as close as i'm                                            
going to be able to get you on                                                  
the tradition of a specific person who                                          
founded jerusalem                                                               
clearly even when abraham named it                                              
yahrae                                                                          
according to what is                                                            
that scripture there abraham named the                                          
place god will see                                                              
that god will see right there uh that                                           
is the yare                                                                     
and let's see footnote two that is                                              
genesis                                                                         
22 14. let's uh pull that up and see how                                        
that                                                                            
ah okay so the reason you don't                                                 



recognize yarrae is we pronounced it                                            
different in english                                                            
here we go abraham called the name of                                           
that place                                                                      
jehovah jireh is how we pronounce it in                                         
english                                                                         
now remember that in english we                                                 
uh we we use a sound even that                                                  
j is not a hebrew sound                                                         
so it is the uh                                                                 
the uh let me bring it up in the uh                                             
hebrew here uh right here                                                       
you notice there it's pronounced yahweh                                         
it's really the ya ya                                                           
sound and sometimes it's come over into                                         
english as the ja                                                               
sound but the truth is we don't really                                          
know how to pronounce it in hebrew                                              
it's yahweh in english it becomes                                               
you know jehovah                                                                
all the same how do you pronounce it                                            
there's the hebrew word they really                                             
don't even know how to pronounce it but                                         
they would go with yahweh                                                       
and right here then uh                                                          
that is the uh yara                                                             
yaira and you notice that this little                                           
letter right right there that little it                                         
looks like an apostrophe                                                        
matches the apostrophe here the jews of                                         
course read from right to left                                                  
opposite of what we read from left to                                           
right so                                                                        
yahweh he will provide yahweh                                                   
uh i'll get it right here yaira                                                 
yaira now that then is                                                          
uh where we have come right here                                                
yaira that                                                                      
we have this yara we would say                                                  
jira and and and                                                                
jira there we get jerusalem in english                                          
again                                                                           
the the hebrew people would say                                                 
yerushalayim we would say                                                       
jerusalem so the english has almost                                             
always carried the j                                                            
sound instead of the uh shall we say y                                          
sound and so jira is                                                            
right in there now i think that uh that                                         
part of the article is probably pretty                                          
good                                                                            
uh that jehovah certainly did or abraham                                        
uh                                                                              
certainly did call the name of that                                             
place                                                                           
yahweh caira jehovah jireh                                                      
if you take jaira god will provide                                              
but just go with this he will provide                                           
jira                                                                            
and later put it with shalom the king of                                        
salem                                                                           
jira shalom you get it uh and uh                                                



uh i think that's a that's a pretty good                                        
understanding of it uh right there thank                                        
you i appreciate                                                                
that and um                                                                     
uh that                                                                         
uh is uh helpful and                                                            
uh let me see here if i can make                                                
uh something i'm gonna ask uh if nathan                                         
can get me that                                                                 
url there that uh keith has uh sent                                             
and uh i'll pull that up bring it to                                            
this computer right over here                                                   
uh but let's uh we'll come back to that                                         
uh let's go to                                                                  
young christian hope and encouragement                                          
and it is good to see you where you been                                        
i haven't seen you in a while                                                   
uh glad that you are uh back here with                                          
us                                                                              
and let's take the question what do you                                         
think about a career in law                                                     
it is something i've been considering                                           
but the idea                                                                    
of getting guilty people off easy                                               
seems it may be in conflict                                                     
with my faith just wanted another                                               
opinion                                                                         
let me i'm so glad you asked the                                                
question                                                                        
let me give a number of                                                         
answers here that may conflict you even                                         
more                                                                            
the the answer that i would like to give                                        
you                                                                             
is first of all i want you                                                      
to consider now i this is true                                                  
for me across the board typically for                                           
young men but                                                                   
especially because i've seen the                                                
questions that you have asked in the                                            
past                                                                            
and they are very good insightful                                               
questions which tells me i know nothing                                         
else about you but it tells me                                                  
that you young christian hope and                                               
encouragement have a brain                                                      
it is so hard to find a brain in                                                
this modern world and somebody with a                                           
brain ought to consider                                                         
and i think that                                                                
the study of law is a pretty good                                               
preparation                                                                     
for preaching so i don't want you to                                            
give up the idea i don't know if you                                            
ever had the idea but i want you to                                             
entertain the idea that                                                         
the goal of young christian hope and                                            
encouragement                                                                   
is to be a preacher because                                                     
in this way he can most help people                                             
with the word and that's really what                                            
they need to help                                                               



with now how are you going to prepare                                           
yourself to be a preacher                                                       
i think that and again i i don't know                                           
your age or any of this so i think that                                         
uh it                                                                           
may be that um you're i'm gonna assume                                          
you are of of the age in which a person                                         
goes to college and prepares for a                                              
career                                                                          
uh maybe wrong on that uh maybe you're                                          
below that age a little bit you're                                              
you're anticipating good for you maybe                                          
you're above that age a little bit maybe                                        
you're 25 or 26 to 27 and you're uh                                             
uh you know you're you're thinking hey i                                        
need to                                                                         
do something now that will prepare me                                           
for a better future good for you                                                
either way wherever you are in that i'm                                         
just assuming you're not                                                        
you know 55 years old though i still                                            
consider myself young                                                           
and hopefully have some hope and                                                
encouragement but                                                               
um in preparing to be                                                           
a preacher of the word there are                                                
probably two or three areas of study                                            
which                                                                           
could be very helpful uh the area of                                            
language the english language                                                   
even more broadly if there's any kind of                                        
degree that has                                                                 
language greek hebrew kind of a                                                 
linguistics type of                                                             
degree excellent uh the classics                                                
uh learning and in the classics you'd                                           
have to learn latin and greek                                                   
and if you had a degree in the classics                                         
you're not going to get employed                                                
anywhere else so you better plan on                                             
going                                                                           
to be a preacher but uh in the classics                                         
to study classic literature classic                                             
history                                                                         
uh history is another one that would be                                         
good                                                                            
but i think law is a very good because                                          
you learn                                                                       
to read precisely in law                                                        
so all that's good now uh                                                       
and and if let's just assume you say                                            
okay i want to do law i want to do law                                          
because it prepares me to read the bible                                        
it prepares me to teach the bible                                               
it prepares me to convince people in the                                        
bible if you listen to my preaching you                                         
know that very often                                                            
i'll say something like ladies and                                              
gentlemen of the jury i have presented                                          
to you the case and exhibit a and                                               
exhibit b                                                                       
and exhibit c and i look at                                                     



many theological arguments as                                                   
in laying out a case and trying to                                              
convince                                                                        
the ladies and gentlemen of the jury law                                        
i think is helpful to that now let me                                           
say something                                                                   
general about law and then let's get                                            
into specifically about what                                                    
you have said by the way at one point i                                         
uh intended to go into law i never made                                         
it                                                                              
but that was my intent when i went off                                          
to college was to get a pre-law degree                                          
now i think that                                                                
in law school itself                                                            
uh you're going to have to                                                      
endure three years                                                              
after your you know uh your your                                                
bachelor level you're gonna have to                                             
endure three years                                                              
of 90 absolutely dumb                                                           
classes                                                                         
constitutional law could be a very good                                         
class the problem is you're not going to                                        
read the constitution                                                           
you're going to read you know people's                                          
opinion                                                                         
you're gonna have to read ruth bader                                            
ginsburg                                                                        
and uh uh barack obama                                                          
and inundated with a kind of                                                    
political agenda that law schools have                                          
adopted                                                                         
today so if you go to                                                           
a a a known law school                                                          
one of the state schools or something                                           
and you find one of those even on the                                           
conservative side let's say uh                                                  
i don't know texas tech or something                                            
like that in lubbock texas a                                                    
conservative law school you go into that                                        
you're gonna you're gonna get all sorts                                         
of propaganda in there                                                          
so be ready to filter that stuff                                                
out and not let the law degree                                                  
affect you politically have your                                                
convictions                                                                     
about the law uh in advance and read                                            
uh black's law read uh ancient uh                                               
i say ancient go back two three four                                            
hundred years and read                                                          
the basis of the law at that point                                              
before they just went                                                           
totally haywire then the second thing is                                        
you're going to spend a lot of time                                             
in contract law and business law                                                
and uh these kind of things that                                                
insurance law and uh all that kind of                                           
stuff                                                                           
which a lot of lawyers i would say                                              
probably the majority of the lawyers                                            
that's where they                                                               



they make their money it's in contracts                                         
it's in                                                                         
insurance it's in uh real estate it's                                           
and all that kind of stuff                                                      
and uh that                                                                     
i think is going to become more and more                                        
corporate                                                                       
more and more machine driven more                                               
and more uh artificial intelligence is                                          
that the right                                                                  
word that kind of goes back a machine                                           
goes back through the law and comes back                                        
and spits out this opinion and                                                  
and the computer becomes the lawyer for                                         
you you got a brain                                                             
you let let uh mindless lawyers go out                                          
and do                                                                          
do that and you know carry out all that                                         
uh stuff my apologies to the lawyers in                                         
the congregation                                                                
uh now a sliver                                                                 
of lawyers go into                                                              
criminal law and that's what you have uh                                        
given uh                                                                        
an indication here those                                                        
lawyers don't make as much money                                                
those lawyers have to deal with                                                 
real dirty ugly                                                                 
stinky kind of issues                                                           
those lawyers are put                                                           
if you're a defense attorney especially                                         
rather than a                                                                   
prosecutor those lawyers are put                                                
in the position of having to take                                               
some scoundrel and defend him                                                   
and you doing that                                                              
might get that scoundrel set free                                               
he might even be guilty and you                                                 
know he's guilty and you got him set                                            
free                                                                            
how do you feel about that i think                                              
that strangely enough there is a benefit                                        
to that                                                                         
and here's the benefit the benefit                                              
is that you and i as believers in the                                           
word of god                                                                     
we read the bible literally and                                                 
we we take its teaching literally we                                            
carry that                                                                      
over and we expect a rule of law                                                
so we expect that a prosecutor                                                  
from the state a defense attorney                                               
really says i don't trust the state                                             
and so we ex the defense attorney comes                                         
and says                                                                        
the state has not done their work                                               
the state cannot prove this beyond a                                            
shadow of a doubt                                                               
and even if i get this scoundrel off                                            
what i'm doing is holding down the power                                        
of the state i am working against                                               
statism if you will i am working against                                        



a an oppressive regime                                                          
uh and uh and                                                                   
and the defense attorney                                                        
basically says i don't                                                          
trust the prosecutors for the state                                             
they're coming to say my client is                                              
guilty maybe my client is guilty                                                
but the state has obligation                                                    
to assume that my client is                                                     
innocent and the state must prove it                                            
otherwise                                                                       
and i'm going to make them do their work                                        
now the benefit of that if you have a                                           
bunch of good defense attorneys                                                 
then the benefit of that is that                                                
when when you as a preacher or i as a                                           
preacher get                                                                    
taken by the state then                                                         
if we have developed a                                                          
a set of christian solid                                                        
constitutional thinkers                                                         
then there's an environment where                                               
somebody is going to be out there to                                            
defend us                                                                       
so there is some benefit to that now                                            
again you have to be able to sleep with                                         
the fact that                                                                   
uh you                                                                          
you worked against the state when                                               
ultimately the state might have been                                            
right                                                                           
they just didn't do their job right and                                         
therefore you got the criminal off                                              
but did you get the criminal off or was                                         
the state just incompetent                                                      
and not carrying that out uh you know                                           
that's what you have to deal with                                               
emotionally uh mentally spiritually                                             
through all that but if you can go at it                                        
saying                                                                          
i want to develop a a community                                                 
which says innocent                                                             
until proven guilty that's true of randy                                        
white                                                                           
joe hunt heard his story the other day                                          
the billionaire boys                                                            
club i was listening to a podcast on it                                         
it's kind of an interesting story                                               
uh scum                                                                         
but you know somebody's got to defend                                           
him so there's                                                                  
there's some benefit uh through all of                                          
uh that                                                                         
work through that in your mind and carry                                        
that out                                                                        
but you go to law school if you're good                                         
they're going to want to hire you                                               
to be the corporate attorney                                                    
to do maybe even some more scumbag work                                         
um or to sort of be this                                                        
you know the guy that runs the machine                                          
uh that does the legal work now                                                 



i don't if you spend your time there                                            
just do it for the money so that                                                
you can be a good preacher on the                                               
weekends to some little church out there                                        
that                                                                            
uh needs you and couldn't afford you                                            
otherwise                                                                       
there's a lots of my opinion on                                                 
uh all of uh that uh keith sent an                                              
article uh                                                                      
a good short article on language uh                                             
language and thought by walter e                                                
williams i am going to                                                          
uh check that out um                                                            
and uh my assistant over here got it on                                         
the wrong computer so i can't show it to                                        
you                                                                             
uh but uh nonetheless 17th century poet                                         
and intellect john milton predicted                                             
when language in common use in any                                              
country becomes irregular and depraved                                          
it is followed by their ruin and                                                
degradation that's interesting                                                  
that john milton would uh tie                                                   
proper use of language to                                                       
healthy society and when language                                               
becomes                                                                         
irregular and depraved then                                                     
it's followed by ruin and degradation                                           
what he's saying is that                                                        
language is the canary in the mind                                              
language is the thing that you know                                             
announces                                                                       
we've got a problem that's a very                                               
interesting proposition i'm going to                                            
check that                                                                      
article out for those of you who'd like                                         
to look at the article it's called                                              
language and thought by walter e                                                
williams                                                                        
at creators.com language and thought by                                         
walter e williams                                                               
it is uh just it's a recent article                                             
september 23rd of                                                               
2020. thanks for sending that to me                                             
keith i will                                                                    
uh check that out                                                               
um and                                                                          
uh let me let me go to a follow-up here                                         
from young christian                                                            
uh there are more than enough innocent                                          
people who need                                                                 
representation uh why would you consider                                        
working on behalf of a criminal                                                 
i think that                                                                    
the innocent people who                                                         
need representation are charged as being                                        
a criminal so                                                                   
you everybody who comes again if you're                                         
a defensive criminal attorney                                                   
then everyone who comes to you has been                                         
charged by the state of something                                               



criminal                                                                        
and there's probably some degree of                                             
evidence there                                                                  
because otherwise the charge would not                                          
have come from the prosecutor                                                   
therefore yes there are more than enough                                        
innocent people                                                                 
but uh they're all going to come to you                                         
and you're really                                                               
not probably going to have the privilege                                        
of saying let me investigate your case                                          
to see if you're innocent before i find                                         
out                                                                             
of course they're all going to say                                              
they're innocent                                                                
um you know who was the one in the movie                                        
or something that uh                                                            
was defending herself uh in prison uh                                           
you know or all innocent and she says i                                         
um you know i didn't kill my husband he                                         
died                                                                            
accidentally he ran into the butcher                                            
knife                                                                           
39 times                                                                        
uh well they're all going to claim                                              
innocence                                                                       
you're not going to have the opportunity                                        
so you're gonna be deep into the case                                           
before you really can can know                                                  
is this guy innocent or is he not                                               
innocent uh                                                                     
so i think the defense eternity has to                                          
oh that was this is                                                             
this is uh chuck's comment not young                                            
young christian sorry about that chuck                                          
was commenting dude young christian i                                           
got this on there                                                               
i think that the attorney is going to be                                        
so deep in the case before he knows that                                        
at that point it's hard maybe legally                                           
impossible even for him to get out                                              
and for a young attorney starting they                                          
start out i can spot the young defense                                          
attorneys here in town                                                          
uh one because they wear a suit and                                             
nobody else wears a suit and uh                                                 
i the the hamburger place i eat at is                                           
right across the street from the                                                
courthouse so                                                                   
they come over there for lunch and                                              
they're wearing a suit and it's always a                                        
bad suit it never fits them very well                                           
because they're young and they don't                                            
know how to wear a suit                                                         
and they don't have any money and so                                            
they went to the second hand shop and                                           
they bought                                                                     
some preacher's suit that turned it in                                          
and i could spot him and say okay here's                                        
a defense attorney he's                                                         
defending this guy now there's a lot of                                         
good reason to defend against the                                               



crooked prosecutors                                                             
so carrying that out uh                                                         
there's there's some uh some some good                                          
work that can be done there let's go to                                         
our friend                                                                      
lisa in uh um                                                                   
baton rouge right and                                                           
what what does a                                                                
good christian look like                                                        
for our dispensation or is there even                                           
such a thing                                                                    
possible i may be showing my evangelical                                        
upbringing                                                                      
well we all show our evangelical                                                
upbringing                                                                      
but it is really a great question lisa                                          
what                                                                            
what does a good christian look like for                                        
our dispensation so here we are                                                 
we live in the age of grace we know                                             
uh if you come from an evangelical                                              
background like lisa and i do                                                   
uh and most of us on here we know what a                                        
good evangelical christian looks like                                           
uh you know he has his bible                                                    
she has his bible does the daily quiet                                          
time                                                                            
goes to church sunday morning used to be                                        
when lisa and i grew up sunday morning                                          
sunday night and wednesday night                                                
uh maybe even did visitation on tuesday                                         
night                                                                           
and uh prayed before meals even in                                              
restaurants                                                                     
and paid for the policeman's meal if you                                        
saw him in there                                                                
and uh uh paid uh paid his taxes                                                
helped old ladies across the street and                                         
remembers the alamo                                                             
uh all those things a good christian you                                        
know votes uh                                                                   
votes republican uh every you know all                                          
these things that                                                               
we could add in that's what a good                                              
christian does                                                                  
if you're a good christian you know a                                           
baptist good christian                                                          
then you also you know you don't drink                                          
alcohol                                                                         
you tithe 10 off the gross                                                      
and uh you uh you you make several                                              
contacts during the week and you write                                          
that down on your envelope all those                                            
kind of stuff                                                                   
now much of that                                                                
uh i don't know that i've said anything                                         
there that's necessarily bad                                                    
uh but much of that is legalism                                                 
that was carried over from other                                                
dispensations                                                                   
into our dispensation and uh                                                    
and some of it just purely made up like                                         



sunday morning and sunday night                                                 
wednesday                                                                       
night uh that's just more from our                                              
tradition than anything else                                                    
and you know there there have been again                                        
in some                                                                         
in many evangelical circles you know if                                         
you didn't                                                                      
today it's pretty much if you don't come                                        
to church say twice a month you're not a                                        
good christian                                                                  
and so what is a good christian                                                 
we don't want to base our                                                       
our standard on                                                                 
our evangelical traditions or even our                                          
fundamental traditions                                                          
or certainly not on                                                             
biblical teaching from other                                                    
dispensations that doesn't apply to us                                          
because that just breeds confusion and                                          
god's not the author of confusion                                               
so what does a good christian look like                                         
i think that a                                                                  
this is just going to be the randy white                                        
answer so this one's free                                                       
i think that a good christian today                                             
is one that can take their bible                                                
and know how to divide it                                                       
in such a way that they are not                                                 
constantly confused and maybe even                                              
putting others into confusion                                                   
on what applies to us and what does not                                         
apply to us                                                                     
then i think that when you take that                                            
which                                                                           
average bible of course i've got an                                             
above average bible right here                                                  
but in an average bible they might fill                                         
one column of                                                                   
if you took all of them all of them                                             
together the commands that paul gives                                           
about                                                                           
the christian life maybe you'd fill one                                         
column of one page                                                              
of all of pauline writings and                                                  
you know obviously therefore all of the                                         
bible that means                                                                
that a good christian today doesn't have                                        
much to go on                                                                   
a few you know                                                                  
way to the edge kind of boundaries that                                         
he says                                                                         
live within these boundaries and from                                           
there                                                                           
a good christian today has a great deal                                         
of leeway of i'll say leeway of                                                 
conscience                                                                      
so a good christian today says i                                                
i i know where to find my instruction                                           
for christian living                                                            
and i find it in pauline writings                                               
and i look and he gives me a few                                                



very few basics it might not even fill a                                        
whole column by the way                                                         
and i take those few basics and i'm                                             
going to                                                                        
use that as some outer edges and then                                           
for everything else i am just going to                                          
decide myself just like as a man                                                
purposed in his heart so should he give                                         
i'm going to say his man purpose in his                                         
heart so should he                                                              
uh you know so should he work so should                                         
he marry so should he                                                           
live so should he go to church all of                                           
that is really left up to the individual                                        
now so i want to look at it and say                                             
god has given me a gift of eternal life                                         
a gift that i could                                                             
never uh earn or work for                                                       
and he doesn't even allow me to do that                                         
so how can i best honor him                                                     
with the gift the gift is eternal                                               
so i could go into sin and                                                      
grace would abound should i heaven                                              
forbid i don't want to do that                                                  
so i think a good christian in this uh                                          
in this                                                                         
dispensation is one who honors uh                                               
god who has given him eternal life finds                                        
ways to honor him in every way he can so                                        
a good christian would uh                                                       
grow african violets of course a good                                           
christian would smile                                                           
a good christian uh would uh                                                    
not give a bad witness a good christian                                         
would try to uh                                                                 
you know get others into bible study so                                         
that they can learn the great freedom                                           
that they have in christ you know                                               
when you when you have that freedom you                                         
are free indeed                                                                 
um i don't think there's a lot of um                                            
uh rigid structure to what a good                                               
christian is today                                                              
now in our evangelical upbringing of                                            
course uh                                                                       
there is a lot of rigid structure to                                            
what a good christian is today                                                  
um if you want to live by that                                                  
probably they're not teaching bad stuff                                         
you know if you live by that you're                                             
going to live a pretty                                                          
good life um                                                                    
but i think there's a there's a better                                          
way to come to uh                                                               
understanding all of uh that                                                    
and uh i think there's a lot of grace                                           
involved                                                                        
in it um and                                                                    
uh good to see you lisa years ago                                               
um how long's it been lisa and her                                              
husband invited me to their home                                                
in baton rouge to lead a bible study on                                         



i think it was a friday night to                                                
saturday morning and uh had a                                                   
you know a house full that uh was uh                                            
in there and uh                                                                 
had a lot of fun that was good to be                                            
there i remember that day                                                       
okay uh let's see we have bev in                                                
saint croix county wisconsin what do you                                        
know                                                                            
um i                                                                            
don't know anything but i                                                       
just pulled this up on national review i                                        
forget are they                                                                 
um uh i wanna say they're conservative                                          
but maybe                                                                       
i'm not correct here um                                                         
it definitely absolutely will probably                                          
won't happen here the color is is this                                          
talking about uh red and blue let's uh                                          
just read a paragraph here and see                                              
uh listen you're reading this on the                                            
internet so i assume you can figure out                                         
how to reach my bosses and the human                                            
resource people                                                                 
maybe even the people i love we all know                                        
that we can figure out how to poison my                                         
dog                                                                             
and so with that in mind i want to                                              
assure you readers that officially i                                            
believe the polls                                                               
and they tell a simple story biden's our                                        
next president                                                                  
i totally officially don't think                                                
pollsters are capable of                                                        
misleading others or themselves                                                 
pollsters are really the most                                                   
capable people we have in the country                                           
the real heroes                                                                 
almost as admirable as the rioters                                              
obviously he                                                                    
does have some degree of                                                        
facetious writing which makes me like                                           
him already                                                                     
but let's go on just so you know i                                              
definitely totally understand that                                              
conspiracies aren't real in fact                                                
i don't think human beings are capable                                          
of conspiring they can't even                                                   
plan things most the time nobody could                                          
have a backup plan because that would                                           
mean i'm a crazy person and no one needs                                        
a backup plan                                                                   
and uh beating donald trump in november                                         
should be relatively easy for the                                               
democrats he's historically                                                     
unpopular he hasn't kept a variety of                                           
campaign promises whether getting mexico                                        
to pay for the wall or bringing the                                             
troops home                                                                     
go down on the biggest issue of the war                                         
goes on to say how easy he is to beat                                           
here                                                                            



so why do i constantly get this sense                                           
that for many progressives squaring up                                          
and beating trump in the election                                               
isn't enough instead trump must be                                              
toppled somehow preferably in a major                                           
confrontation i am jumping ahead a                                              
little bit i                                                                    
sometimes get the unsettling sense that                                         
some progressives are stealing                                                  
themselves                                                                      
that is um strengthening themselves for                                         
a                                                                               
color revolution in the united states                                           
now from what i've read here i am                                               
guessing                                                                        
and if i'm wrong someone maybe even try                                         
to correct me here                                                              
uh but i'm guessing that the color                                              
revolution                                                                      
is to totally                                                                   
make the us                                                                     
a red country rather than a blue country                                        
and of course if we say let's go to the                                         
2016 uh election                                                                
map by county let's uh just carry that                                          
out                                                                             
and obviously all of you have seen                                              
these uh maps before and                                                        
um let me uh get to an image there we go                                        
uh we'll just uh take this one                                                  
right here obviously it's a                                                     
red country on the county level                                                 
unfortunately except this county right                                          
and there are certain blue counties now                                         
this is 2016 donald trump did obviously                                         
win but he didn't win the popular vote                                          
which                                                                           
means don't misunderstand this map                                              
because                                                                         
the ma the election of the president                                            
isn't                                                                           
necessarily though it is a little bit                                           
but it's not necessarily                                                        
by amount of real estate covered                                                
rather it does have to do with people                                           
and the uh the overall vote of                                                  
that state so you take a                                                        
florida for example which is mostly red                                         
but the challenge is going to be most of                                        
the people                                                                      
live right here in these two blue                                               
counties and these two blue counties and                                        
this blue county                                                                
and so florida just barely                                                      
went for trump uh through all that now                                          
again my uh                                                                     
my my very quick guessing on                                                    
all this and hopefully i've got this                                            
right is that                                                                   
the the progressives                                                            
want to make the united states                                                  
blue not red but blue                                                           



to do that they do not need to                                                  
change these red counties                                                       
those can remain all they need to                                               
do is change the                                                                
weight of these blue counties                                                   
and how would they change the weight                                            
of the blue to overcome                                                         
the red well we've heard in recent days                                         
about stacking the court                                                        
the constitution does not say how many                                          
people sit on the court                                                         
on the supreme court so they can say                                            
instead of nine if they get a the                                               
president                                                                       
and the senate that would be required                                           
they'd have to have the president and                                           
the senate                                                                      
if they get that they can say instead of                                        
nine justices we want 21 justices                                               
ah all the sudden now we've got                                                 
12 empty seats that we've got to fulfill                                        
so the new president the democrat                                               
will uh it will appoint or or                                                   
nominate 12 liberal leftist                                                     
justices the senate will confirm them                                           
and now instead of all this five to four                                        
decisions                                                                       
now we'll have those 12 uh                                                      
plus let's say they've got three on                                             
there 13 14                                                                     
15 it's a uh you know 15 to six                                                 
uh judgment every time all of that is                                           
done                                                                            
by a pure power play                                                            
all of these counties can continue to                                           
vote as                                                                         
read as they want but if                                                        
the democrats get the senate and the                                            
presidency                                                                      
they can do it now the truth is the                                             
republicans can do it too                                                       
uh but republicans are gentlemen                                                
republicans uh believe in a rule of law                                         
republicans believe that uh                                                     
that a party should not                                                         
make itself a dictator and so                                                   
republicans                                                                     
aren't going to do it now the other                                             
thing that could be done                                                        
is that again if they get the presidency                                        
and if they get the the senate they only                                        
need this for two years                                                         
republicans had everything for two years                                        
by the way and because of                                                       
uh rhinos like john mccain who i have                                           
very little good things to say about him                                        
and the snake in the grass                                                      
mitt romney uh but you know                                                     
all of that uh republicans                                                      
had the majority they did nothing                                               
because they got you know people like                                           
john mccain you know                                                            



you got cindy mccain i'll get back to                                           
the story here in a moment uh but you                                           
got cindy mccain john's wife                                                    
uh widow uh who's now uh uh                                                     
going to uh i guess uh what do you call                                         
it endorse                                                                      
joe biden now what cindy mccain really                                          
is saying is                                                                    
i am going to endorse                                                           
the guy who worked against every                                                
principle                                                                       
i hold in my body                                                               
but i'm willing to flush all that down                                          
the toilet                                                                      
because donald trump hurt my                                                    
feelings that is to say                                                         
she she had no convictions her husband                                          
had convictions but it was to the left                                          
side i'm glad he lost honestly                                                  
we would have been in in worse trouble                                          
had mitt romney and                                                             
john mccain won than we are today and                                           
that's hard to imagine                                                          
but uh the red would have already just                                          
sold out to the left and                                                        
probably all this would have already                                            
happened but                                                                    
anyway back to our story so they can                                            
stack the supreme court                                                         
make a red revolution a color revolution                                        
they can                                                                        
make dc a state if they do that                                                 
dc gets two senators what kind of people                                        
is washington dc going to elect                                                 
democratic senators they can make puerto                                        
rico estate                                                                     
all of this if i'm not mistaken they can                                        
do it with a                                                                    
simple majority if they get rid of the                                          
filibuster which they would                                                     
filibuster is not a constitutional rule                                         
as a traditional rule                                                           
then get rid of filibuster and so with a                                        
a one person                                                                    
majority they can make washington d.c                                           
estate they can make puerto rico a state                                        
all of a sudden                                                                 
we have 52 states just with one                                                 
more democrat than republicans and a and                                        
and a uh                                                                        
a democratic president who won't be do                                          
it                                                                              
so then now you've got four more                                                
democratic senators                                                             
it will be decades                                                              
before d.c                                                                      
and puerto rico will                                                            
will vote a republican senator and                                              
therefore                                                                       
it will be decades before                                                       
anybody but the democrats have the                                              
majority                                                                        



and the democrats will rape the united                                          
states                                                                          
in public they hate the american way of                                         
life                                                                            
joe biden is anti-american                                                      
i that makes cindy mccain anti-american                                         
she's saying                                                                    
i will vote for the guy who would rape                                          
my nation                                                                       
in public i'm for him                                                           
i think it's absolutely despicable                                              
so i think that um i think we've got                                            
very dangerous days ahead because here's                                        
what happens obviously                                                          
uh you know again the uh the republicans                                        
they're gonna be gentlemanly                                                    
and they might just be so gentlemanly                                           
they set their wife america out to be                                           
raped                                                                           
that's not a gentleman by the way some                                          
republicans need to get                                                         
a backbone they need a spine                                                    
they need to uh                                                                 
they need to get mean and ugly on some                                          
of this kind of stuff                                                           
so uh but let's just say the republicans                                        
are gentlemen all the way through                                               
and uh mitt romney has his way and lisa                                         
murkowski and susan collins                                                     
and they don't allow                                                            
the the constitutional uh provision of                                          
uh filling the seat                                                             
to to happen uh they don't go by the                                            
rule of law they don't go by the                                                
constitution they                                                               
flush all that down the toilet and uh                                           
then we have an election and there                                              
there's a                                                                       
4-4 majority excuse me a 4-4                                                    
uh contested election with a                                                    
with the supreme court having a tie what                                        
do you have then you have a                                                     
constitutional crisis                                                           
which probably ends in civil war                                                
i don't know how else you you would                                             
resolve it                                                                      
uh so that's the end of our nation                                              
or john roberts another snake in the                                            
grass                                                                           
he goes with the liberals and you have a                                        
5-3 and the                                                                     
in that case there's not a civil war                                            
but it's just handed over to the                                                
communists                                                                      
that's what they expected all along                                             
we'll bring the united states down and                                          
never a shot will be fired                                                      
so we don't have a good scenario i think                                        
the best case scenario is we get a                                              
supreme court justice in prior to                                               
election day                                                                    
uh that uh                                                                      



can contest some of that stuff that                                             
if the even if if joe biden                                                     
the communist america hater gets elected                                        
and you get a democratic senate even                                            
then                                                                            
and then they try to stack the court                                            
they can do like what happened in                                               
fdr's day and at least say it's                                                 
unconstitutional                                                                
if we get somebody in there today i                                             
think it's                                                                      
so um uh                                                                        
strong in there i'm like you chuck says                                         
i feel guilty donating mccain and romney                                        
back                                                                            
then it was too easy for me to be fooled                                        
uh i tend to want to trust                                                      
that being said i spent most my life                                            
trusting false preachers                                                        
uh glad you're with us here chuck you                                           
know uh                                                                         
i i don't think many of us had                                                  
had the foresight then all we looked at                                         
is mccain versus obama is that who he                                           
ran against and we said mccain's better                                         
than obama and we went with that uh but                                         
we                                                                              
uh we didn't um you know carry that out                                         
uh very well okay hopefully                                                     
i i pinned all that uh correctly on                                             
uh what the color revolution is                                                 
um and uh carry that out                                                        
shirley says what does the bible say                                            
about christians getting a tattoo will                                          
let me uh                                                                       
i don't have a tattoo um                                                        
the bible really doesn't say anything                                           
about christians getting a tattoo                                               
uh there is a                                                                   
passage in leviticus that talks about                                           
not marking your body for the dead                                              
uh let me see if i can find that actual                                         
passage                                                                         
um and                                                                          
that that verse is taken                                                        
uh leviticus 1928 i think it                                                    
is that passage is taken by some to say                                         
you're not supposed to get a tattoo                                             
you shall not make any cuttings in your                                         
flesh for the dead nor                                                          
print any marks upon you okay so you                                            
could separate this                                                             
from the dead part and just take it                                             
right there nor print                                                           
any marks upon you let's assume that                                            
does not mean print for the dead                                                
but you're not supposed to print any                                            
marks upon you                                                                  
uh now that                                                                     
obviously was for the jewish nation                                             
in fact uh we could check let's let's                                           
assume that that passage is for the                                             



entirety of the jews not just the                                               
levites                                                                         
and that it literally just means no                                             
then in that case all we could say is                                           
the torah did not allow jews to get                                             
that does not even as we've                                                     
talked to we talked to earlier about                                            
lisa's question about what makes a good                                         
christian today in our dispensation                                             
that doesn't really uh speak to                                                 
uh whether or not a christian in this                                           
dispensation                                                                    
should get a tattoo now it could shed                                           
some light on it                                                                
because we could say the time god did                                           
talk about tattoos he said don't put any                                        
marks upon you                                                                  
and                                                                             
i i just while we were talking here i                                           
looked up in chabad.org again the jewish                                        
site                                                                            
about tattoos why does judaism forbid                                           
tattoos can a person with a tattoo be                                           
buried in a jewish seminary                                                     
honor a holocaust victim by tattooing                                           
you know they                                                                   
they tattooed the number on there i want                                        
a star of                                                                       
david tattoo let's go to this one the                                           
others are probably fairly plain let's                                          
go to uh this one just out of curiosity                                         
i'm a 21 year old jewish man who's                                              
thinking of getting a tattoo my two best                                        
friends have both gotten tattoos                                                
i'm thinking of getting a star of david                                         
i have heard that tattoos violate                                               
jewish law what do you think the fact                                           
that you would like as star of david                                            
tells me that you're a proud jew the                                            
question is how                                                                 
proud king david would be about having                                          
his star pierced on your skin                                                   
to him tattooing was something that uh                                          
decadent                                                                        
idolaters did along with child sacrifice                                        
and body gnashing you see                                                       
god couldn't get much more explicit in                                          
the bible it's right there along with                                           
other idolatrous acts                                                           
leviticus 19 28 you shall not etch a                                            
tattoo on yourselves i                                                          
am the lord all those things that                                               
idolaters once did                                                              
even if they are not done with                                                  
idolatrous intent                                                               
still have a spiritual impurity                                                 
i'll stop uh the the reading of the                                             
article right there but                                                         
as you can see the jewish people those                                          
who go by torah                                                                 
say you're not supposed to have tattoos                                         
this                                                                            



article and probably a lot of them do go                                        
by                                                                              
go by that and say that's because                                               
idolaters had                                                                   
tattoos and we the jewish people are not                                        
idolaters i don't even know if you have                                         
to go there                                                                     
i think that if i was a rabbi i would                                           
just say                                                                        
thus saith the lord i don't know why he                                         
said it but                                                                     
he said it that settles it no tattoos                                           
now again that really doesn't speak                                             
to the believer today                                                           
who is free i think                                                             
for for the person you know typically a                                         
young person uh                                                                 
who's considering a tattoo because                                              
honestly tattoos look better on young                                           
people than they do on old people the                                           
thing is that                                                                   
most young people don't realize that                                            
someday they're probably going to be old                                        
people                                                                          
and the tattoo's not going to look so                                           
good but                                                                        
a young person considering uh getting a                                         
tattoo who is a christian ought to stop                                         
and say okay                                                                    
uh why why                                                                      
did god prohibited in the law i                                                 
understand                                                                      
i am out from under the law                                                     
that there's a lot of things about the                                          
law that i disregard in my life                                                 
or should say i don't observe in my life                                        
i don't have to observe this                                                    
but i at least want to know why and                                             
do some investigation on that                                                   
maybe i think in the simplest sense the                                         
young person would say                                                          
okay i don't have to get a tattoo i just                                        
kind of want a tattoo because they are                                          
kind of cool right now everybody wants a                                        
tattoo                                                                          
so i don't i don't have to get a tattoo                                         
i realize that there was a time in which                                        
god said he didn't like tattoos                                                 
so i'm not gonna get a tattoo now the                                           
other thing i think that                                                        
uh christians should consider as                                                
it relates to                                                                   
uh this dispensation                                                            
is romans chapter 12 verse 1. i beseech                                         
you therefore brethren by the mercies of                                        
god that you present your bodies a                                              
living sacrifice holy and acceptable to                                         
god                                                                             
which is your reasonable service now                                            
this                                                                            
uh little phrase right here that i tried                                        
to highlight and didn't do a very good                                          



job there we go                                                                 
present your bodies that we stand before                                        
god someday                                                                     
with a resurrected body and                                                     
because jesus took his pierced hands                                            
i would presume then that we're going to                                        
take whatever                                                                   
piercings and ink drawings permanent ink                                        
drawings i would presume we're going to                                         
we had a little discussion about that                                           
yesterday maybe you could argue                                                 
differently but the one example of                                              
piercings we have is jesus took his with                                        
him                                                                             
uh in in his uh body                                                            
so you're going to have that into                                               
eternity consider that maybe                                                    
god doesn't like tattoos even though he                                         
didn't prohibit them                                                            
under paul uh                                                                   
and then that you're going to be                                                
eternity with god                                                               
certainly he's going to be gracious                                             
certainly you're not going to lose your                                         
salvation based upon that                                                       
but i would consider is this something                                          
that i could say                                                                
hey god look look what i got                                                    
and stand before him proudly if                                                 
i was going to get a tattoo which i'm                                           
not because i'm an old man                                                      
among other reasons but if i was going                                          
to get a tattoo i think i would                                                 
certainly make sure that it was going to                                        
honor                                                                           
god and that i could stand before god                                           
and say this branded me                                                         
as one of your followers                                                        
so that i could not get myself                                                  
into a situation in which the testimony                                         
would not be there and i'd have to fight                                        
against uh that testimony of                                                    
who i am in christ                                                              
so i would just consider all of those uh                                        
matters there                                                                   
okay i am out of time                                                           
um and um                                                                       
i uh have a number of questions uh there                                        
i'll save on the queue for tomorrow                                             
uh but let me say two things before we                                          
go one is                                                                       
that uh tonight i'll be teaching the                                            
book of john                                                                    
6 p.m mountain time tomorrow we'll have                                         
our regular schedule                                                            
friday in addition to ask the theologian                                        
we do have our taos prophecy conference                                         
that begins at                                                                  
6 00 p.m mountain time                                                          
and you can go to taosfbc.org then just                                         
click that top banner that'll be right                                          
there uh september 25                                                           



through 27 with drew uh and                                                     
uh roger for some of you this uh                                                
displays right there if if the if it                                            
doesn't display                                                                 
then uh just uh click and uh it'll open                                         
up there's the schedule you can print                                           
that off right there                                                            
and uh you will see all that's going to                                         
i think we're going to have a great                                             
conference friday night                                                         
saturday morning join us right here in                                          
taos or                                                                         
online wherever you are i look forward                                          
to                                                                              
that tomorrow we'll get back with some                                          
good music today we'll close                                                    
with elevator music a blessing to be                                            
with you again today                                                            
as always thanks for your biblical                                              
theological and worldview questions                                             
i'll see you tonight 6 p.m if you can                                           
join us for that maybe just a few                                               
minutes after 6 pm                                                              
we'll be on sorry for the late start                                            
today with a little technical uh                                                
difficulty                                                                      
right at the beginning but uh here we                                           
are and uh with you and it's been fun                                           
till next time question the assumptions                                         
we'll see you soon                                                              
you                                                                             
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                


